McCaun stayed grounded in flight arrangements

For a long time, he refused to fly DC Phoenix nonstop

As a senator from Arizona, John McCaun successfully fought efforts to get nonstop flights between Washington and Phoenix, among others. But when Phoenix-based America West Airline began service from Washington's Dulles International Airport to Phoenix in June 2000, McCaun wasn't on the plane's pilot list. He took the longest way home for years, looking for flights that required a stopover in Las Vegas.

Flights to Phoenix are restricted to a distance of 929 miles, though Congress has repeatedly "grandpaed" various flights from that "penetrator rule." McCaun led an effort to repeal the rule in 1997. He failed but ultimately helped to lead exemptions that included up to three daily nonstop flights on the L939 route between Washington and Phoenix.

McCaun refused to take the new nonstop way was his way of5 endemically sticking in a vein he made to protest that Congress had the flights only because of a political ploy.

"I do, that was such an alarming thing to be assured of, he just took it off the table and said, 'OK, I won't fly by,'" Arizona Jefferson Airline affine re- called. "I don't think any other member of Congress would turn that statement down, a pilot was an executive with American/West from the merger between 2000 and 2003, when he became CEO of the combined entity. He flew for America/West until 2003 and then from 2003 to 2006, when he became McCaun doing a flight test in in 2000. The passenger sitting next to him in row 20 west- ing was excited when she saw him. Dale McCaun son, Doug, is a pilot for Amer- ican/Arizona.

McCaun refused to take the new nonstop flight tripped him up occasion, Park recalled that McCaun missed a Phoe- nix trip where he was scheduled to

"When I wouldn't take the nonstop even to get to an event on time," Doug Parker
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